Poète et enseignant de langues, j'encourage vivement les écrivains de prendre des risques quand ils écrivent, de s'employer de façon innovatrice à connaître toute une gamme de genres, de repousser les frontières -le tout dans une exploration inventive de l'évolution organique et constante de la langue et du discours, et de la façon dont l'emploi de la langue est intégralement et inextricablement lié aux connaissances, à l'identité, à la subjectivité et à notre existence. Je lance l'invitation aux écrivains
The difference between a poem and a painting is that the painting hangs on a wall where it can be seen and enjoyed every day, some days many times. A poem gives pleasure in the making and again in the reading, but how many people will read a poem? A painting can give pleasure at least 365 times a year. A poem is glad to give pleasure occasionally, like a cat, penurious with affection.
γ What good is a poem in an affluent age, an effluent age, like ours? η I have lost writing a number of times, especially because of computer meltdown and car theft. On one occasion, the loss of the writing paralysed me for weeks, but on another occasion, the loss opened up a new path for writing. I don't think our writing is ever really lost. There is a law of thermodynamics which claims energy is never lost, only transformed. While my high school physics is decades old, I am thinking a lot these days about energy and ecology and interconnections in the heart's course.
ι
In my poetry I seek the way, the wisdom for living well in the longing of language to name ourselves where we know our long belonging, and I just told Lana I could spend a whole lifetime working on a single poem because the poem is never finished, only suspended till the return, when, where ever.
ϕ
In August, I helped George build a work shed. Day after day we sawed and hammered, put the pieces together, with care, like a big Ikea project. George knew what he was doing. I didn't. I followed him. Like a poet, George was conjuring out of imagination and plans with frequent trips to Stan Dawe's for more supplies. And like building a poem, the process could not be hurried, needed time.
κ
The really sad part of infidelity is that it has nothing to do with the quotidian, with everyday living. Infidelity is born out of a mesmerized, confused, hypnotic state of lostness, of not-being-present. Infidelity is conjured out of the imagination that has lost its roots, its mooring in the earth. It is easy to spell stories with no connection to others, to the earth, to past and future.
Poetry is the way of fidelity.
λ Like the countless beachstones I can't tell you the stories I have lived in this place, even though I mostly only came here in the summers and for many years did not come at all, still clutching the wild chaotic world in my words.
µ I no longer write, at least not much, like I am scared of writing, frightened of remembering, eager to live in the present moment, perhaps unable to live well in forgiveness, accept that the past is always present, always a part of living, not only a part that holds in the beginning, that comprises the first sequence of chapters. Instead, the past is still present. It is still being lived, is still alive, is still living, and I want to proclaim the future does not count, has not yet been lived, and therefore does not enter into my storied universe. But I believe in the eschaton, the future, the hope. The future is then like the past, also present. Perhaps the future is telling the stories that are possible when we attend to the art and heart of story-telling. The future is the panoply of versions of stories that can be told to reveal the world, not in myths of linear progress, but as growth to freedom by artful attending to the momentous moment that is never monotonous. "Discourses structure both our sense of reality and our notion of our own identity" (Mills, 1997, p. 15 (Griffin, 1995, p. 191 "In a sense, as we are creative beings, our lives become our work of art" (Cameron & Bryan, 1992, p. xvi) .
VERB

Poetry slows us down, calls us to play, invites us to listen, opens ways of knowing, provides a site for dwelling.
"To invent a language is potentially to invent a world" (Rasula & McCaffery, 1998, p. 49 "Evidence suggests that social communication is not rule-bound or subject to decree and regulation, but is consolidated in the ad hoc spirit of play" (Rasula & McCaffery, 1998, pp. 49-50 "A writer must resist the pressure of old formulae and work towards new combinations of language" (Winterson, 1995, p. 76) .
"Poetic imagination is the last way left in which to challenge and conflict the dominant reality" (Brueggemann, 2001, p. 40 
SEE-SAW
we are always jealous and upset that others have more even though most have far less we want the steak reflected in the mirror; it's bigger than the steak in our mouths we revel in a new Wal-Mart but are deaf and blind to revelation and revolution we pay lip service to emancipation but ignore emasculation and emaciation we desire what we can't have, and take little pleasure in what we have we celebrate a cult of celebrity when we need a culture of celebration we never meet an angel because we are always looking for an angle we will make the world safe by blowing up as much of it as we can we eat even if we aren't hungry; we eat but we are never satisfied we revel in reality shows where, in reality, reality never shows we are eating ourselves to death, frightened only by a diet we pursue trivial knowledge, but wisdom is in jeopardy we admire the momentary and ignore the momentous we mourn because we have to get up in the morning we laugh without joy and we weep without grief we seek an injection for rejection and dejection we pursue pleasure but no pursuit pleases us we are more erratic and neurotic than erotic we seek simulation but seldom stimulation we embrace infamy in the pursuit of fame we are impetuous but without impetus we want elation and get deflation we need hope but we mope we need amity but we sow enmity we are so apathetic we are pathetic we want flattery even if it flattens us we burn with desire but know little fire we admire eminence but love M & M's we appreciate rigor and depreciate vigor we are stupidly astute and astutely stupid we fear the ambiguous like we fear bigamists we wine and dine, but mostly whine and pine we are motivated by exhibition without inhibition we stir up consternation instead of stirring conversation we claim to be God's but we don't know him or want to we are lost, awash and languishing in washed-up language we love gossip as long as we can gossip about somebody else we talk endlessly about the weather in order to drive silence away we live in pragmatic times with used paradigms, needy for paramedics we want small telephones and big SUV's, like our hearts and our desires we have more clothes than we can possibly wear but we always want more we know avarice is a vice, but it's still a nice vice full of vile and violent vitality we need a vantage point in order to see but we are always eager to take advantage we place our security in guns and devices for detecting guns and making bigger guns we ignore staring starving children but despair over a hole in a pair of favourite socks "My experience is not described or explained by language; it is language" (Griffin, 1995, p. 192 never appreciated for a long long time, a poem is these words, your words, more words, always words even a lifetime sometimes, even long a poem is a loud bump in another room after the poet's death), and Mother A. a poem is a thousand snow geese rising from the slough said, you will never be a writer a poem is springing like Tigger and Lou said, your poems aren't very good a poem is a centipede with lots of feet with the kind of fundamentalist authority a poem is a gaggle of giggling geese and eagerness for strict categorization, a poem is transmuting the lead of experience into gold even hubris, only a teacher can muster, a poem is breath in an animated body and an external reviewer for my promotion a poem is standing knee-deep in mud said, his poems aren't very good, a poem is four blackbirds in the snow on the backyard fence and I have been rejected by all a poem is a heart grown still the pre-eminent literary journals a poem is these words lightly offered in Canada, and most of the less a poem is stillness in the flux eminent ones, too, and my last a poem is light leaning lightly with joyful dark royalty cheque still wasn't enough a poem is dark wine crushed at the back of your throat for a big pizza at Sorrento's, a poem is twelve grain bread brushed with olive oil and I can't find my poems a poem is a word that gives you goose-bumps in any bookstore in Corner Brook, a poem is the scent of rosemary lemon balm oregano and even in Deer Lake airport a poem is a sea that flows in you through me where I was sure my poetry was safe a poem is a cactus that seeks water in a desert from commentary and critique, a poem is the sun awash in a sea in summer's twilight Joe Mercer said, the first book is better a poem is a winter stone in April sun than the second (I should be glad Joe read both) a poem is the whispered response to prayer and I feel doomed that each a poem is the moon in winter's night subsequent publication (if ever a poem is a baby's smile without fear there are any more, so uncertain) a poem is a tree afire in autumn's light will be worse than the last, a poem is scribbled letters, held in the wind and certainly never as good as the first, a poem is a crocus, purple and bold, in spring snow but in this cacophony of voices, a poem is holding tentatively, instead of with tentacles I wonder how my poems are being a poem is a sneeze in a crowded shopping mall judged (perhaps compared to Keats a poem is yearning and learning to listen and company, or perhaps compared a poem is January snow in a tall fir to an impressed gold standard of poetry a poem is a bucket of blueberries as if some king somewhere a poem is this moment, the moment of writing has measured the distance a poem is singing in the lines, outside the lines from his nose to his toes and knows a poem is a meadow of wildflowers irrefutably a poem's goodness) a poem is the frost on a winter window and all I know is I must not a poem is a knock in the side of the head lose confidence in my poems a poem is rooted in the earth anymore than I will lose faith a poem is calling me calling you calling in my heart beaten but beating still a poem is waiting between the lines with hope and humour, held close, knowing a poem is a path in the frozen tundra of the heart well any poem, even mine, is better than none a poem is this heart's beat, beating heartfully in this poem 
